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Abstract 
A calculus of factorials was developed by Kurkjian and Zelen [1962]. A 
series of ~a~ers on the a~~lication and extensions were presented by M. Zelen 
and co-workers [1963-66]. One of the remaining ~roblems associated with the 
ap~lication of the calculus for factorials is to relate standard contrasts in 
factorials to the calculus for both equal and unequal numbers of observations 
on each treatment or combination. This problem is resolved in the ~resent 
pa~er. A computing procedure using the calculus is presented for any estimable 
linear contrast or any set of estimable linear contrasts. A Kronecker product 
representation of the v-1 single degree of freedom contras~ is given wherein 
the linear contras~of the levels of each effect are utilized. A new operation 
is introduced which simplifies the method of construction of contrasts and com-
putation thereof. A numerical exam~le is used to illustrate the procedure. 
A second unsolved problem in the analysis of factorials pertains to less 
than full model situations. E.g., consider the situation wherein a set of 
factorial treatments is designed in a randc.mized complete block design. Also, 
~~ Paper No. BU-151 in the Bicmetrics Unit series and No P.B.-539 in the Depart-
ment of Plant Breeding and Biometry series. 
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suppose that no observati~ns are present for a treatment in some but not all 
of the blocks. This problem is resolved in the present paper and a numerical 
example is used to illustrate the computations. Other related results are 
obtained in connection with the above two main problems. 
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1. Introduction 
A calculus of factorials was developed by Kurkjian and Zelen [1962]. A 
series of papers on the application and extensions was presented by M. Zelen 
and co-workers. The first paper on applications (Kurkjian and Zelen [1963]) 
was devoted to analyses of a large class of expertmental designs with one-way 
L. ........ --.. 
elimination of heterogeneity which included b.i.b. and p.b.i.b. designs and 
designs obtained as direct products of these designs. The second paper on 
application (Zelen and Federer [1964 ]) dealt with the analyses of a large class 
of experimental designs for two-way elimination where the row-treatment and 
the column-treatment associations were each of the type discussed by Kurkjian 
and Zelen [1963]. The third paper (Zelen and Federer [1965]) dealt with'the 
analysis of an n-factor factorial treatment design with unequal numbers '(non-
... 
zero) of observations. The principal theoretical result of this paper enables 
the sums of aquares for any main effect or interaction to be written as a 
simplified explicit form. Utilizing this form the necessary calculations for 
interaction sums of squares in an analysis of variance mey be performed by 
inverting relatively small matrices. The main effect sums of squares are ob-
tained without inverting a matrix. A two-factor interaction sum of squares 
associated with q1 levels of one factor and ~ levels of the second faetor for 
* Paper No. BU-151 in the Biometrics Unit series and No. P.B.-539 in the Depart-
ment of Plant Breeding and Biometry series. 
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~ ~ ~~ requires the inversion of a ( ~-1) X ( q2-l) matrix. A three factor 
interaction sum of squares with the three factors at levels q1 , ~' and q3 
(q1 ~ ~ ~ q3) requires the inversion of q1 + ~ (q3-1) X (q3-l) matrices and 
an additional square matrix of side ( ~-1) ( q3-1); etc. In a fourth paper Federer 
and Zelen [1966] applied the theory of the third paper to the analysis of multi-
factor (factorial) experiments; a 4 X 3 X 2 factorial with unequal numbers of 
observations and a method of procedure were utilized to illustrate the com.puta-
tions. 
One of the remaining problems associated with the application of the calcu-
lus for factorials is to relate standard contrasts in factorials to the calculus 
for both equal and unequal numbers of observations on each treatment or combina-
tion. This problem is resolved in the present paper. A computing procedure 
using the calculus is presented for any estimable linear contrast or any set of 
estimable linear contrasts. (The single degree of freedom contrast procedure 
is given by Zelen and Federer [1965]). In presenting the procedure, heavy use 
was made of the results and notations in the third and fourth papers. A Kronecker 
product representation of the v-1 single degree of freedom contrasts is given 
wherein the linear contrasts of the levels of each effect are utilized. A new 
operation is introduced which simplifies the method of construction of contrasts 
and computation thereof. A numerical example is used to illustrate the procedure • 
. A second unsolved problem in the analysis of factorials pertains to less 
than full model situations. E.g., consider the situation wherein a set of 
factorial treatments is designed in a randomized complete block design. Also, 
suppose that no observations are present for a treatment in same but not all of 
the blocks. This problem.is resolved in the present paper and a numerical 
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example is used to illustrate the computations. Other related results are 
obtained in connection with the above two main problems. 
2. Notations~ Operations 
2.1. Introduction. 
Consider a factorial experiment with n factors [~} such that the hth factor 
n 
~ has qh levels. Then the number of treatment combinations is v = TI qh. Let 
h=l 
the ith treatment combination be denoted by the n-tuple 
where~ denotes a parameter level from factor~ and ~~,l,··•,qh-1. 
Let y .. =y. (. . . ) be the jt h observation made on the treatment com-
J~ J ~l. 1 ~2 1 • • • 1 l.n 
bination (i1,i2,···,in)' where j=l,2,•••ri' (ri ~ 1) and let N be the total 
number of observations. Furthennore, we assume that the {yj (. . . )} are 
l.l ,~!;l' .•• '~ 
to be independently distributed following a normal distribution with 
Ey.( .. ••• . ) = 't'(. . •• . ) J ~l 1 ~ J ' l.n ~l 1 ~ 1 • 1 l.n 
var y. (. . • • . ) J ~l 1 l.2 1 • 1 l.n 
We shall denote the main effect, two factor interaction, • • •, n-factor 
interaction parameter by 
' 
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furthermore, because of the factorial structure of the exper:ilnent for it.h. 
treatment combination i=(i1,i2, • • • ,in), we have 
n 
T (i11 i:a, • • • ,in) = tl + I ah (~) + L l ~(ih,ik) + • • • 
h=l h k 
J.;::;h<k:;n 
We may assume the following without loss in generality: 
~-1 I ~(ih) = o 
. :th =0 
~-1 q~c-1 
~ o:hk(ih'~) = I ahk(~,~) = 0 
(2.1) 
~-1 ~-1 
:[ o:l,21 •••,n(il,i2,···,in) = I o:l,2,•••,n(il'i2,•••,in) = 
~~ ~~ 
~-1 
= \. 0: (i i ••• i ) = 0 ~ 1,2,···,n 1' 2' ' n 
in~ 
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2.2. Vectors, Matrices and Kronecker product. 
We shall write the model in matrix notation. For this purpose define 
where 't". = 't" (. 4 • ) • Then the model may be written as ~ ~1 ' """2 J • • • J ~n 
EY = X't" 
(2.2) 
var Y = Icr2 
where X is an N X v design matrix and I is an N X N identity matrix. Let 
a' 
-hk (2. 3) 
al' 2 ••• = [al 2 ••• n(o,o,··~,o),al 2 ••• n(o,o,···,l),•••, 
- ' ' ,n ' ' ' ' , ' 
f:Pld let ~ (ih) be a unit coordinate row vector in a qh -dimensional vector space 
such that 
then 
where 
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~(o) = (l,o,···,o) 
= (o,1,···,o) 
. . . 
~(qh-1) = (o,o,···,1) , 
n 
T ( i 11 i:a , • • • , in ) = I.L + I Eb ( ih) ~ + L 
h=l h 
I ~<ih,ik)~ + ••• 
k 
+ E (· · •·· • )a 1,2,•••,n ~1,~2' '~n -1,2,···,n 
. . . 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where ® refers to the Kronecker product and define the product order as follows: 
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Assumption (2.1) may be represented as 
~-1 I. Eb (ih)~ ;: o 
ib=O 
~-1 ~-1 
I ~kc~,~)~hk = I ~kc~,~)~ = o 
ql-1 
I E (i i • • • i )a 
. 1 2 ••• n 1' 2' 1 n -1 2 ••• n 
' ' ' ' ' ' il=O 
<1:a -1 
= \.'. El 2 • • • n(il,i2' • •• 1 in)~l 2 • • • n I.. '' ' ,., ' ig.=O 
qn-1 
= = \ El 2 ••• n(il,i2,··•,in)9:1 2 ••• n = 0 
'11' ''} in=O 
2. 3. Orthogonal Contrast Matrix 
If we denote the contrast matrix Kh for the hth factor having qh levels, 
the representation of contrast matrix among n factors is: 
n 
K = n 0 ~ 
h=l 
(2.6) 
where 
where 
and 
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1 Yo1 ... 
Kh 1 yll 
... 
= 
. . • 
1 'V~-1,1 ••• 
Ch-1 
\' y1 . = 0 for jh=l,2, • • • ,qh-1 L h.1Jh 
ib=O 
~-1 
Yo,~-1 
'Yl,~-1 
'V <1h -1, ~ -1 
LYih,jh'Vir.,kh =0 for jh~~ and jh'~=l,2,···,qh-l 
ih=O 
(2.7) 
The treatment combination order corresponding to the row order of K is 
regarded as ann-tuple i=(i1,i2,···,in)' the ordering is to fix all levels at 
the first level (ih=O' h=l,2, • • • ,n) and run through the .. ~ levels An; then put 
in-l=l and run through the levels of An-l; repeat for in-l=2,3,···,~-1. After 
running through these ~-l~ combinations, change in_2=1 and continue as before. 
After disposing of ~-2~-l~ combinations, change in_ 3=1 and this process con-
tinues until all combinations have been enumerated. 
In (2.7), let 
••• 
to 
-h 
tl 
= -h 
• 
• 
• 
qh-1 
!h 
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where ~h and !~h are qh x 1 column vector and 1 X qh row vector respectively. 
i (i -l ••• i ) 
Then the ith column vector f •r' 11 ~'' ' n and ith row vector t 1=t(. . . ) 
- - ~l ,~2,. •• ,.l.n 
in K may be represented respectively as: 
Particularly, 
n . 
= 11 ® ~h 
h=l 
n 
t. = t(. . . ) = 11 ® th -~ - ~l ' ~' ••• '~. h=l -
= 1 ® k_ih ® 1 
t .:..n u 
Yo· l.h 1 u 
1 
u 
where lt and 1u are t X 1 and u x 1 column vectors with all elements equal to 
one and where t = 
h-1 n 
L: q ' u = L: q .• j=l j j=h+l J 
If we define a product of two matrices Amxn = ( aij) and Bmxn = 
as 
(b .. ) such 
~J 
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all ® bll ~2 ® bl2 ... ~ ®blm 
a21 ® b21 a22 ® b22 ... a2n ® b2n 
A;B = (2.8) 
• • • 
~1 ® bml a ®b ... a ®b ,m2 m2 mn mn 
( i ih .. ) (0 • • • i • • • i .. . • • 0) 
where unit is a .. and b then f' h' +. :;; _f ' ' ~<' 1 h+ ... , 1 may be ~J ij -h,h+k 
represented as 
;.h+lt 
-h+k 
' 
where unit is j. . • Equation (2. 9) follows from the fact that 
~hJh 
where 
While 
where 
h-1 
s = \' q Ia j 
j=l 
h+k-1 
, t = I qj 
j=h+l 
and 
u' = v/ sqh and t' = v/uqh+k • 
n 
u = \' q L j 
j=h+k+l 
• 
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In general, 
••• 
' 
(2.10) 
where unit is y. . • The representation in (2.10) is useful for constructing 
~h Jh 
the contrast matrix K. 
Using (2.4) and (2.8) defining 
and defining 
and 
zhk = z h 
zl 2 ••• n = 21 z2 
' ' ' 
••• z ' n 
where unit is Eh; then (2.5) may be represented as 
n 
! = ll1v + l z~h + 
h=l 
I I zhk~hk + 
h k 
~<ks;n 
... 
+ 21 2 ••• ~1 2 ••• n 
' ' ,~ ' J ' 
n 
Now, define the qh X (qh-1), qhqk X (qh-l)(qk-l),···,v X h~l(qh-1) and 
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... 
' 
and K respectively as follows: 
1 1 1 1 1 2 
P 1, 2, • • • , n = [.!!1 ® ~2 ° · · · ® !:n' !1 ® .!!2 ® • • • ® l!n' • • · ' 
(2.11) 
c 
t (q -1 ••• q -1)] 
-1 2 ••• n 1 ' '~ 
' ' ' 
= [c1,c2,•••,c1 2 ••• n] 
J ' ' 
where 
-~hk(L .~k) = !h(i,·kh,iM), h < k,· L-1 2 ••• ~ 1· i -1 2 ••• Q_ 1 JfJ n'... n- ' ' '':1h- ' K- ' ' ' ""k-
. . . 
and 
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cl 2 ••• n = [!1 2 ••• n(l,l,···,l),~l 2 ••• n(l,l,···, 2),··· 
II I II I 11 1 
It is understood that C'C is (v-1) X (v-1) diagonal matrix from the defini-
tion of the contrast matrix l<b ; from (2.9) and 2.10) we obtain 
(2.12) 
••• : t (i ) 
-n n 
' 
Estimation of Interactions and Variances of Contrasts 
.;;;_ ___ - - -----
From (2.2) and the least squares method 
X'X~ = X'Y • 
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Since X'X is invertible 
where S = X'X. 
A We know that C'T is estimable and its unbiased linear estimator is C1T and 
also 
Theorem 1. 
~ ...... 
Under assumption (2.1), using notations (2.3) and (2.11) 1 the linear 
contrast C'! may be represented as 
C]__! (v/ql) ·pro: 1-1 
C1 T 2- (v/~) p~2 
• • 
. • 
• • 
C1 T = C' T = (v/~) P'O: n- n-n 
CJ..,2! (v/ql~) Pi,29:1,2 
• 
• 
• 
C' 't' P' a 1 2 •• • n- 1 2 ••• n-l 2 ••• n I I J } ' ' ' J ' 
Proof: 
C' T ::;:; h-
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.!'h(1)!. 
!'h(2).! 
• 
. 
• 
.t'(q -1)-T 
-h h -
n 
c !h (ih)[l-l1v + I z~ + I L zhk~k + • • • 
h=1 h k 
J..:::;h<:k::;;n 
+ z a ] l 2 ••• n-1 2 ••• n 1 I I 1 ' I 
.th'(i_ )z.a. = (1t ® kih ® 1 )'(1t ®a.® 1 ) 
- -h J-J h .;;..11 uh J -J UJ 
if j = h 
~-1 qj-l 
= b1 I "Ygih (Iaj(s)) = 0 if j < h 
gcO s=O 
gj-1 <h-1 
b2 I aj (s)( 1 "Ygih) = 0 if j > h s=O g=O 
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where b1 and b2 are constants. 
dl L Yrih l agj(rJs) = 0 if h < g 
r s 
~h(~)Zgj~gj = d2 L L Yui11 l agj(r,s) = 0 if g < h < j 
r u s 
d3 I L agj(r,s) L Yuill = 0 if j < h 
r s u 
where ~~ d2, and d3 are constants. Similarly 
t'(L )Z a = 0 
-h n l 1 2,•••,n-l1 21 ••• 1 n • 
Then 
Hence 
Other situations are similarly proven. 
From this Theorem, we obtain the following: 
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Cb! = 0 implies P~ = 0 1 i.e., 
• • • 
C1 1' - 0 1 2 ••• n-- implies P' a ~ 0 , 1 1 21 •••,n -1,21 ••• 1 n i.e, 1 
' 1 ' 
a1 2 ••• n(o1 o,···,o) = a1 2 ••• n(o,o,···,l) 1 1 J 1 1 I = •.. 
=a (q -1 ••• a -1) 1,2,···,n 1 ' '1n 
4. ~ ~ Sq_ua.res for Factorial Effects 
We shall present the following well known Lemma without proof. 
Lemma 1. If Y is distributed N(ll 1 Icr2 ), then Y1 Aa-2Y is distributed as X2 with k 
~-
degrees of freedom if an:d only if ll' ~ = 0 and A is an idempotent matrix of 
rank k. 
~.§.· The quadratic forms -r'_&h(~)[!h(~)S-l!h(~)]-1cr-2!:h(~)! 1 
,!.ehk(~,~)[!k(~,ik)S-1_!hk(~,ik)f1a-2!hk(~1il')I' ••· ' 
!'!1,2,•••,n(i1,···,in)[!i,2,•••,n(il'•••,in)S-l!l,2,·•·,n(i1'•••,iJ]-lcr-2 
!1' 2 ••• n(i11 ••·,in)I subject to restrictions !:h(~)! = o, !:hk! = o, ••• , I I J 
J,' 2 (i1,••• ,i )-r = 0 are distributed as X2 with one degree of freedom 
- 1, ,··•,n n-
A -1 -1 -2 A A -1 -1 -2 A 
respectively and quadratic forms !'Ch[Cb_S Ch] a Cb:£. , !'Chk[Ck_S Chk] a Chk!' 
A -1 -1 -2 1 A 
••• 1 -r•c 2 [C' 2 s c1 2 ] a c1 2 1' subject to restrictions 
- 1 1 1 ''' 1 n 1, ,·•·,n , 1 •••,n , ,··•,n-
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Ch! = 01 Chk! ~ o, •••, ci, 2, •• •,n! = 0 are distributed as x2 with qh-1, 
~ 
(qh-l)(qk-1), •••, h~ (qh-1) degrees of freedom respectively. 
A 1 [ r -1 ]-1 ~2 1 A ~: We shall prove only one case, e.g., .! Ch chs Ch o c~. 
cases can be proven similarly. 
Since 
Let 
• 
then 
=A 
and 
Next, since EY = X~ 
The other 
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= 0 
because 
Cj;! = 0 • 
A -1 -1 -2 A This proves that the quadratic form .!'Ch[ChS Ch] a C};£ subject to restric-
tion Ch! = 0 is distributed as X2 with (qh-1) degrees of freedom. 
, ~~ this theorem, the sums of squares for each factorial effect may be 
represented as follows: 
• • • 
( ) - "', [ f -1 ]-1 SS tL A2,••• An - T C1 2 ••• n C1 2 ••• nS Cl 2 ••• 
--l - 1 , ' , , , 1 , ,n 
C' " 1 2 ••• T J I J_ 
SS(~l A~2· Anin) = ~'L1 2 ••• (il,•••,i )[Ll' 2 ••• (il,•••,i) -~ - - , 1 ,n n - , 1 ,n n 
" X t' (i ••• i )T 
-1,21 •••,n 1' ' n-
d. f. 
q -1 h 
1 
1 
1 
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5. Numerical Example 1 
Table 1 
Data for Example 
A 4 X 3 X 2 factorial experiment for four levels of lysine, ~~ three 
levels of methionine, A2, end two levels of protein, A3• The data (average 
daily gains, in pounds, of swine) are selected from Table 1 of Federer and 
Zelen [1$166]. 
Level of Methionine 
B.a (o) ,o - 8.:a (f) 1 0. 025 &a (2) ,0.050 
Level of Protein Level.of Protein Level of Protein 
Level ·of Lysine B(3 (o) ,12 as (1),14 8:3 (o) ,12 8s (1),14 8s (0) ,12 as (1),14 
1.11 1.52 1.09 1.27 
- --~-(0) ,o 
1.45 1.24 o.gr 0.99 1.22 1.21 
1.30 1.55 1.03 1.24 1.12 
-~ (1) ,0.05 
1.34 o;96 1.00 1.53 1.21 1.2"( 
1.22 1.38 1.34 1.40 ~~-34 1.46 
B.J. (2),0.10 
1.13 l.o9 1.41 1.21 1.19 1.39 
1.19 
-
1.36 1.42 1.46 1.62 
~ (3),0.15 
1.16 1.03 1.29 1.39 1.03 
-
In this example 
-1 di s :::: e.g 
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1.120, 1.290, l.o4o, 1.270, 1.175, 1.230, 1.375, 1.305 
1.265, 1.425, 1.110, 1.290, 1.26o, 1.4o5, 1.245, 1.620) 
Define the following orthogonal contrast matrices (in the sense of Kh Kh 
= diagonal) for ~~ A2, A3• 
~= 
1 -3 1 -1 
1 -1 -1 3 
1 1 -1 -3 
1 3 1 1 
1 K = [1 -1] 3 1 1 
From (2.ll) and (2.12), we obtain the following orthogonal contrast matrix C: 
c (.) 1 c2(.) c (.) 3 c12( ·) cl3( ·) c23(·) c123(·) 
-3 1 -1 -1 1 -1 3 -3 -1 1 1 -1 3 -1 1 1 -1 -3 3 1 -1 -1 1 
-3 1 -1 -1 1 1 3 -3 -1 1 1 -1 -3 1 -1 -1 1 3 -3 -1 1 1 -1 
-3 1 -1 0 -2 -1 0 6 0 -2 0 2 3 ... 1 1 0 2 0 -6 0 2 0 -2 
-3 1 -1 0 -2 1 0 6 0 -2 0 2 -3 1 -1 0 -2 0 6 0 -2 0 2 
-3 1 -1 1 1 -1 -3 -3 1 1 -1 -1 3 -1 1 -1 -1 3 3 -1 -1 1 1 
-3 1 -1 1 1 1 -3 -3 1 1 -1 -1 -3 1 -1 1 1 -3 -3 1 1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 3 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -3 3 1 1 -3 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 3 -3 
-1 -1 3 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -3 3 -1 -1 3 -1 1 1 -1~>1 -1 -3 3 
-1 -1 3 0 -2 -1 0 2 0 2 0 -6 1 1 -3 0 2 0 -2 0 -2 0 6 
-1 -1 3 0 -2 1 0 2 0 2 0 -6 -1 -1 3 0 -2 0 2 0 2 0 -6 
-1 -1 3 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 3 3 1 1 -3 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -3 -3 
-1 -1 3 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 3 3 -1 -1 3 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 3 3 
1 -1 -3 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 3 -3 -1 1 3 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -3 3 
1 -1 -3 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 3 -3 1 -1 -3 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 3 -3 
1 -1 -3 0 -2 -1 0 -2 0 2 0 6 -1 1 3 0 2 0 2 0 -:~ 0 -6 
1 -1 -3 0 -2 1 0 -2 0 2 0 6 1 -1 -3 0 -2 0 -2 0 2 0 6 
1 -1 -3 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -3 -3 -1 1 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 3 3 
1 -1 -3 1 1 1 1 1 ... 1 -1 -3 -3 1 -1 -3 1 ' 1_ 
--
1 1 -1 -1 -3 -3 
3 1 1 -1 1 -1 -3 3 -1 1 -1 1 -3 -1 -1 1 -1 3 ·-J· 1 -1 1 -1 
3 1 1 -1 1 1 -3 3 -1 1 -1 1 3 1 1 -1 1 -3 3 -1 1 -1 1 
3 1 1 0 -2 -1 0 -6 0 -2 0 -2 -3 -1 -1 0 2 0 6 0 2 0 2 
3 1 1 0 -2 1 0 -6 0 -2 0 -2 3 1 1· 0 -2 0 -6 0 -2 0 -2 
3 1 1 1 1 -1 3 3 1 1 1 1 -3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -3 -3 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 
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example, are as follows: 
0.5 14.5 -1.5 
4.5 -1.5 66.5 
0.0127925 -0.0005319 -0.0008777 
-0.0005319 
-O.OOo9777 
Then 
0.0691489 
0.0015957 
0.0015957 
0.01513298 
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Then 
= 0.()71855 • 
.!'c12 = (2.285, -1.855, o.485, o.425, -1.455, o.865) 
58·5 9·5 . 0.5 .. 2.5 4.5 1.5 
9·5 138.5 -2.5 0.5 1.5 4.5 
t -1 0.5 -2.5 10.5 1.5 -1.5 . -2.5 
c128 c12 = 
-2.5 0.5 1.5 26.5 -2.5 -1.5 
4.5 1.5 -1.5 -2.5 46.5 5·5 
'; i. 
i.5 4.5 -2.5 -1.5 5·5 126.5 
0.0175000 -0.0012143 -0.0016071 
-0.0012.4 3 0.0073449 0.0018010 
, -1 r1 -0.0016071 0.0018010 0.0973023 [c128 c12 = 0.0016071 -0.0003724 -0.0053380 
-0.0016071 -0.0000561 0.0027487 
-0.0001071 -0.0002133 0.0016952 
0.0016071 -0.0016071 -0.0001071 
-0.0003724 -0.0000561 -0.0002132 
-0.0053380 0.0027487 0.0016952 
0.0383737 0.0017156 0.0002691 
0.0017155 0.0219452 -o.ooo8584 
0.0002691 -O.OOc8584 0.0079880 
- 24 -
Then 
= 0.212323 
Then 
= 0.003510 • 
Thus we obtain the f'ollowing Table 2. 
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Table 2. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source of variation d. f. s.s. 
Total 43 69.3586 
CFM 1 68.115684 
Among groups 23 0.936266 
Within groups 19 0-306650 
Al 3 0.076645 
LA l 0.071855 
QA l 0.000002 
l 
c~ l 0.002716 
A2 2 0.010012 
L~ l o.oo8288 
Q~ l o.oo2454 
A3 1 0.369602 
A1 X A2 6 0.212323 
1~ XL~ l 0.089252 
L~ X QA.z l 0.024845 
QAl X L~ l 0.022402 
QAl X Qila l 0.006816 
CAl X Lila l o.o45527 
CJ\ X Q~ l 0.005915 
.~X A3 3 o.o80971 
LJ\ X LAa 1 o.oo436o 
QAl X LA3 l 0.013657 
CA1 X L~ l 0.057474 
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Table 2. Continued 
Source of variation d. f. s.s. 
A2 X A3 2 o.o45573 
L~X LA3 1 0.007202 
Q~X L~ 1 0.035141 
A1 XA2 X~ 6 o.o83617 
LA X L.Az X LA3 1 0.075026 l 
LAlX QA,aX L~ 1 0.003290 
Q~X L.Az X L~ 1 0.002593 
QAlX QAaX L~ 1 0.003510 
CA1 X L~ X LAs 1 0.000736 
CA1. X Q.Az X LAs 1 0.000005 
6. Randomized Complete Block Design ~ Missing Plots 
Let y. . = y. (. . . ) be the jt h observation made on the treatment 
Jg~ Jg ~l 1 ~ 1 ••• 'l.n 
combination (i11 i 2,••• 1 in) in the gth block, where j;l1 21 ••• 1 r . (r . F 0 for g~ g~ 
same g); g=11 21 ·~·,b; i=l1 2,•••,v and let N be the total number of observations. 
6.1. Block Effect is Fixed 
Assume the (y. 1} are assumed to be independently distributed following a Jg 
normal distribution with 
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E yj (i . . ) = ~ + T(. . . ) g 11 ~ I • • • 1 J.ll g J.l I ~ I 0 • • J l.n 
Using the same notation as section 2 
n 
T (ill~ , ••• I in ) = ~ + I ~ ( ~) + L 2: '\k ( ~ 1 ik) + ••• 
where 
~-1 L ah(~) = 0 1 
ih=O 
By matrix notation 
h=1 h k 
1Sh<~n 
qh-1 Qk-1 
I ahk<~,~> = I ~(ih,~t> .. = o 
~-1 
= I 0 1,2,•••,n(i1,i2,•••,in). := 0 
in :=0 
where X is an N X (b-+v) matrix and I is an N X N unit matrix. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.4) 
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Let X = [X1 x2 ] 1 where x1 is an N X b matru end x2 is an N x v matrix, 
then by the least squares method 
(X!.X - X !.X (X'X tlx•x )~ = X'Y - X!X (X'X )-l_x:, Y 
z-2 z-l 1 1 1 2 - 2 z-1 1 1 1 
Searle [1965] proved the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2. 
~f"<J 
C'GC is a non-singular matrix. 
-1 Corollary: In Theorem 2 we can replace S by G. 
~~~
Proof: 
~
Since Ch! is estimable· Ch.H = Ch_ then 
- 29-
then 
Hence 
Let 
then 
=A 
= ~ 1X 1 AX ~ + ~X 1 AX ~ + ~'XLAX ~ + T 1 X~AX T 
- I ~ - I a..::. - z--1- - z--a=-
- 30-
=0 
Similarly 
!'X2AX~ = 0 
= 0 
since c;;r = O. Similarly 
= 0 • 
Hence 
(EY)'A(EY) = 0 
and 
This proves the cor:oll.a.::y, 
6.2. Block Effect is Random 
Assuming ~g = 0 and var ~g = o; for g=l,21 •••,b, we obtain 
and 
By matrix notation 
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var y c cr~ + a2 jgi f-' 
cov(y .. ,y., , .,) = 0 
Jg~ J g ~ 
Now we need the following Lemma 3. 
for j I j' or iF i' 
for g /= g' 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
Lemma 3: If Y is distributed N(~,v), then Y'BY is distributed as X2 with k 
~-
degrees of freedom if and only if ~~~ = 0 and BV is an idempotent matrix of 
rank k. 
In our case, 
. -2 
B = Acr (6.8) 
Then, since BV = A, clearly the corollary in 6.1 holds in our case. 
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7. Numerical Example _g 
Suppose in the Example 1 the factor A1 is a block factor, and suppose we 
missed the observation y1, 4(3, 2,1 ); then we shall obtain 
X'X "" I 1 
X'Y = 1 
8 
11 
0 
7 
8 
0 8 
12. r:rr 
13.55 
15.55 
11.33 
0 
12 
9 
0 
7 
4 
X2[I- x1(xix1)-lx1Jx2 
6.458586 -1.319192 
-1.319192 5·791919 
= 
-1.541414 -1.319192 
-1.5ln414 -1.319192 
-1.~l414 -1.119192 
-0.715152 -0.715152 
X'X = I 2 
2 2 2 2 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 2 2 2 0 
-1-541414 
-1.319192 
6.458586 
-1.541414 
-1.31+1414 
-0.715152 
8.95 
9.80 
9·59 
10.49 
8.31 
5.36 
-1.545414 -1.341414 
-1.319192 -1.119192 
01.541414 -1.341414 
6.458586 01.341414 
-1.341414 5. 758586 
-0-715152 -0.615152 
-0.715152 
-0-715152 
-0-715152 
-0.715752 
-0.615152 
3-475758 
0 0 0 
0 0.269550 0.125 
G = 0 0.125 0.25 
0 0.125 0.125 
0 0.124394 0.125 
0 0.128915 0.125 
0 0 0 0 0 
-1 1 0 
H = -1 1 
-1 1 
-1 0 1 
-1 
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-1.037081 
1.071808 
-0.397081 
0.502919 
-0.470081 
0.329515 
0 0 
0.125 0.124394 
0.125 0.125 
0.25 0.125 
0.125 0.269387 
0.125 0.124710 
0 
1 
0 
0.128915 
0.125 
0.125 
0.124710 
o. 387742 
c1 c2 c12 
.-. 
.... 
,.,......_ 
i~(1) ,!1(2) ~2(l,) 112tl~l.) .!12(2,1) 
-1 1 -1 1 -1 
-1 l 1 -1 1 
c = 
0 -2 -1 0 2 
0 -2 1 0 -2 
1 1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Then we obtain the following analysis of variance. 
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Table 3. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source of variation d. f. s.s. 
Total 42 66.7342 
C.F.M. 1 65.625 
Block (ignoring 3 o.o48o5 treatment effect) 
Among treatment 5 0.415723 (eliminating block effect) 
Remainder 33 0.645327 
Al 2 0.000369 
L~ 1 0.000031 
QA1 1 0.000306 
A2 1 0.332748 
A1 X A2 2 o.o6o747 
LA1 X LA;a 1 0.023990 
QAl XL~ 1 0.028877 
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